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Table S1. Statistical comparison of the SNR, FWHM, CRLBs and metabolite ratios between 3T and 9.4T 

for 10 volunteers. 

  3T 9.4T t-test 

    p-value Stat. power 

FWHM 5.61±1.42 23.49±7.71 0.0 1.0 

SNR 30.42±9.89 107.38±36.93 0.0 1.0 

CRLB NAA 4.80±1.06 4.54±0.80 2.06E-04 0.937 

 Cre 5.86±0.69 5.65±0.79 3.56E-04 0.76 

 Glu 11.52±4.59 6.84±1.78 0 1.0 

 tCho 9.47±1.85 7.37±1.45 0 1.0 

 GSH 18.82±7.26 14.55±2.81 0 1.0 

 mI 10.61±1.75 8.95±2.51 0 1.0 

Concentration Cre 0.643±0.049 0.608±0.074 7.74E-12 0.077 

(/NAA) Glu 0.699±0.180 0.661±0.122 9.95E-04 0.074 

 tCho 0.156±0.044 0.206±0.057 2.20E-16 0.103 

 GSH 0.170±0.039 0.157±0.029 2.90E-07 0.045 

 mI 0.375±0.049 0.44±0.076 2.20E-16 0.124 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. CRLBs, SNR and FWHM of 3T and 9.4T averaged across 10 volunteers. 



































 

Figure S1- Representative spectra from R=4 acceleration resulting from the coil-by-coil x-t sparse 

reconstruction (red) and the SENSE x-t sparse reconstruction (black). For visualization purposes, only 

every four voxel in the grid has been shown. The spectra are shown between 0.1 and 4.2 ppm. 

  



 

Figure S2- Metabolite maps for three major metabolites (NAA, Glu and tCho) shown for different 

acceleration factors on the same volunteer as in Figure 6. Metabolite maps are shown for the compressed 

sensing reconstruction (top) and alternatively for the low rank reconstruction (bottom). 

  



 

 

Figure S3- Metabolite maps of four major metabolites (NAA, Cre, Glu and tCho) resulting from 

applying the CS method for prospective in-vivo acceleration (with R = 5) in 3 healthy subjects. 

 



 

Figure S4- Accelerated reduced resolution metabolite maps of the same volunteer as Figure 8 using the 

compressed sensing reconstruction for different acceleration factors. Metabolite maps with in-plane 

matrix sizes of 48x48 and 32x32 are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The maps are 

shown for NAA, Glu and tCho. 
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MultiNet GRAPPA: Multiple Neural Network based GRAPPA Reconstruction 



Figure 1- k-space undersampling masks used in this study are shown in the left column for a regular 

undersampling scheme of R=2 in each direction resulting in a net acceleration factor of R~5 due to 

the additional elliptical shuttering mask (top row), a variable density PyGRAPPA undersampling 

scheme resulting in R~7 (middle row), and another one resulting in R~9 (bottom row). Three different 

regions in kspace are defined and annotated with different colors for the PyGRAPPA undersampling 

schemes. The Voronoi sampling density curves are shown for the two PyGRAPPA schemes in the right 

column. The normalized sampling density curves are shown between 0 and 1. 



Figure 2- Schematic depiction of the multiple neural network based GRAPPA reconstruction 

(MultiNet GRAPPA) using two neural networks: first a cross-neighbor neural network is trained and 

used to predict the central missing point in each grid (left), next, an adjacent-neighbor neural network 

is trained and used to predict the rest of the points (right). 

MultiNet PyGRAPPA: Enabling Higher Acceleration Using Variable Density Sampling 



Figure 3- Step-by-step process of MultiNet PyGRAPPA for predicting the missing points of the 

proposed variable density sampling schemes. The missing kspace points are shown in black. Four 

different neural networks are trained: First, a 2-voxel cross-neighbour neural network fills in some of 

the missing points in the outer region of kspace. Then, a 2-voxel adjacent-neighbour is used to predict 

more of the missing points in the outer region so that now almost all of the kspace is undersampled by 

a factor of 2x2. Next, a 1-voxel cross-neighbor neural network is trained and used to fill in the central 

missing point in each small grid, and finally, a 1-voxel adjacent-neighbour fills in the rest of the 

missing points to form the reconstructed data. 
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Figure 4- Comparison of conventional GRAPPA reconstruction (denoted as GRAPPA) and the 

proposed neural network based GRAPPA reconstruction (denoted as MultiNet) for the case of R=2x2 

acceleration: Metabolite maps are shown for two major metabolites in three subjects. All maps are 

normalized and shown between 0 and 1. The maps are shown for the fully sampled case (R=1) and the 

accelerated case (R=2x2) reconstructed once with GRAPPA and once with MultiNet. 

Figure 5- Lipid contamination maps shown between 0 and 10% of the strongest lipid contribution 

near the skull region for better visualization. The maps are shown for three subjects for fully sampled 

(R=1) versus accelerated (R=2x2) acquisitions, once reconstructed with conventional GRAPPA, and 

once with the proposed neural network based GRAPPA (MultiNet). 



MultiNet PyGRAPPA

Figure 6- Reproducibility of highly accelerated metabolite mapping using the proposed MultiNet 

PyGRAPPA method: metabolite maps of two major metabolites are shown for three volunteers and for 

three cases: 1) fully sampled (R=1), 2) variable density undersampled and multiple neural network 

GRAPPA reconstructed (MultiNet PyGRAPPA) with R=7, and 3) R=9. All maps are normalized and 

shown between 0 and 1. 



Figure 7- Reproducibility of highly accelerated metabolite mapping using the proposed MultiNet 

PyGRAPPA method: CRLB maps of two major metabolites are shown for 3 volunteers and for three 

cases: 1) fully sampled (R=1), 2) variable density undersampled and multiple neural network 

GRAPPA reconstructed (MultiNet PyGRAPPA) with R=7, and 3) R=9.  

Figure 8- Lipid contamination maps shown for three subjects between 0 and 5% of the strongest lipid 

contribution near the skull region for better visualization. The maps are shown for the case of fully 

sampled, and the proposed MultiNet PyGRAPPAacceleration method with R=7 and R=9. 



Table 1- Quantitative evaluation of the proposed MultiNet GRAPPA reconstruction method for a 

range of acceleration factors. Eight metrics are used for the evaluation (lipid contamination power, 

SNR ratio (similar to g-factor), RMSE (%), and CRLB (%) of the maps for three major metabolites). 

The values are averaged across five healthy volunteers.   
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Highly Accelerated Water Reference Acquisition for 1H MRSI using Compressed Sensing 

Introduction 

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (1H MRSI) is susceptible to time-dependent magnetic 

field distortions produced by eddy currents. These eddy currents are mostly induced by time-varying 

gradients of the imaging sequence and are more severe for fast imaging sequences such as EPSI [1] or 

ultra-short TR 1H FID MRSI [2, 3, 4]. To retrospectively correct for the distortions caused by these time-

dependent frequency shifts in the acquired spectra, usually a non-water suppressed (NWS) reference 

image is acquired in the same session and is afterwards used for eddy current and automatic phase 

correction in a process known as Klose eddy current correction [5]. Additionally, for quantification 

purposes, the signal obtained from the unsuppressed water peak can be used for internal referencing.   

Despite the advantages of acquiring a NWS reference image for every water-suppressed 1H MRSI 

dataset, this naturally comes at the price of a significantly prolonged scan time, i.e. double the scan time 

in the case of 2D FID MRSI if a fully-sampled NWS image is acquired at the same spatial resolution as 

the metabolite image. To reduce this overhead scan time, conventionally a reduced resolution NWS 

image is acquired (e.g. at 2 times lower resolution in each phase encoding direction (e.g. [6]) resulting 

in the MRSI scan time being prolonged by 125% instead of 200%). Afterwards, the water signal from 

each voxel is used to correct for the spectra of four voxels in the original MRSI image. This proves to 

be sufficient for the purposes of eddy current and automatic phase correction as it has been previously 

shown to result in reliable metabolite maps [7]. However, for internal referencing and quantification 

purposes, this low resolution NWS image will be too coarse and suffer from severe partial volume 

effects. Furthermore, prolonging the scan by 25% may be feasible for low resolution or single-slice 

MRSI studies, but for high resolution metabolite mapping with larger coverage the additional 25% scan 

time will severely hinder the clinical use of such sequences.  

Ideally, NWS reference images should be acquired at the same spatial resolution as the actual water-

suppressed MRSI images in an accelerated manner. This can be achieved through conventional MRI 

acceleration methods. The NWS image is specifically suitable for acceleration as one of the key factors 

enabling high acceleration factors in any MR imaging application is high initial signal to noise ratio 

(SNR). The SNR of water in 1H spectra is much greater than for other metabolites and therefore for 

water reference acquisition, k-space can be heavily undersampled. Furthermore, the water signal is 

spatially more uniform across the brain and therefore sparser than water-suppressed data where the lipid 

signals from the subcutaneous fat can dominate. This makes the water reference image even more 

compressible.  

Recently, Birch et al [8] made an attempt at accelerating the acquisition of NWS reference images using 

parallel imaging, specifically using SENSE [9]. They compared a SENSE accelerated NWS acquisition 

method (R=3) to  a reduced resolution  approach (R=2) and showed that in addition to being faster, the 

SENSE accelerated approach succeeds in reliably reconstructing the NWS image at the same resolution 

as the original metabolite image and is hence more accurate than the reduced resolution approach.  

Despite the successful application of SENSE for acceleration of NWS reference image acquisition, the 

acceleration factors achievable through parallel imaging methods are generally limited. For multi-slice 

and high resolution metabolite mapping these acceleration factors will not be enough.  Instead, different 

acceleration approaches such as compressed sensing [10] seem more suitable for this purpose as they 

enable higher acceleration factors without introducing structured aliasing artifacts or noise amplification 

in the image. The high SNR and the sparse nature of the water image makes it a perfect candidate for 

this purpose. 

The aim of this work is to highly accelerate the acquisition of NWS reference images (up to R=28) using 

compressed sensing. Different acceleration factors will be explored and the accuracy of the proposed 

method will be evaluated by comparing the compressed-sensing accelerated NWS images to the reduced 

resolution approach. The reproducibility of the proposed method will also be evaluated in the context of 



high resolution metabolite mapping using an ultra-short TE and TR 1H FID MRSI sequence at 9.4T. 

The results of this study enable the acquisition of single-slice high resolution NWS reference images in 

about 44 seconds.  

Methods 

Data Acquisition 

Three healthy volunteers were scanned for this study in accordance with the local ethics committee 

regulations. Subjects were scanned on a whole-body Siemens Magnetom 9.4T human scanner (Erlangen, 

Germany). An in-house developed RF head coil with 16 transmit-only and 31 receive-only coil elements 

[11] was used for all scans. Single-slice 1H MRSI data were acquired from the brains of each of the 

volunteers. The slice was always positioned above the Corpus Callosum as shown in Figure 1. 

Water-suppressed 1H MRSI data was acquired from each subject using a slice-selective 1H FID pulse 

sequence [3, 7] with no lipid suppression and no outer volume suppression. The water suppression 

scheme consisted of three pulses with an interval of 20 ms between each pulse and the flip angle were 

optimized for a B1
+ range of 50% to 150% [7]. The acquisition parameters were: 64x64 matrix size; 

200x200 mm field of view (FOV); 10 mm slice thickness; 8000 Hz spectral bandwidth, 1.5 ms 

acquisition delay, and 300 ms repetition time (TR). The water-suppressed MRSI data were all acquired 

fully sampled and thus the acquisition time was approximately 15 mins. 

For the first subject, a fully sampled water reference was also acquired with the same matrix size as the 

MRSI data. The acquisition parameters for the water reference were identical to the above mentioned 

MRSI sequence except without the water suppression pulses. The fully sampled water reference was 

then retrospectively undersampled using two undersampling factors of R=14 and R=28. To efficiently 

exploit the high SNR and sparsity of the water signal for acceleration of the water reference scan using 

compressed sensing, undersampling was realized through random variable-density undersampling 

masks generated for each acceleration factor as shown in Figure 1. Additionally, the resolution was 

 for 

comparison and proof of concept. 

To test the reproducibility of the suggested accelerated NWS reference acquisition method, two water 

references were acquired for each of the following two subjects: a reduced resolution water reference (4 

times less spatial resolution than the MRSI data) and a randomly undersampled compressed sensing 

mask with the highest acceleration factor (R=28). The acquisition time was 5 minutes for the reduced 

resolution and 44 seconds for the compressed sensing scan. 

An anatomical reference image of the slice was also acquired after each MRSI scan using a 2D FLASH 

sequence. The FOV and position of the image were the same as for the MRSI data. The sequence 

parameters were: TR = 312 ms, TE = 9 ms, flip angle = 25°. 

Data Reconstruction 

The randomly undersampled k-space data was reconstructed using compressed sensing optimization 

where the objective function consisted of a data consistency term using a norm-2 metric, a total variation 

term using norm-1 and a sparsity term also using a norm-1 metric. The sparsity term was a 2D 4th order 

Debauchy wavelet in the spatial (image) domain and the total variation term was 3D (over the two spatial 

domains and the time domain). The total variation and sparsity terms were calculated on the coil 

combined data which used coil sensitivity maps to combine and uncombine the data. The data 

consistency term was calculated over all four dimensions, i.e. two k-space dimensions, the time domain 

and the coil channels. Formally, the objectively function was, therefore: 

 (1) 



where  is the undersampled Fourier transform,  is the measured k-space data (for data 

consistency),  is the sparsity transform, TV is the total variation, and  are weighting 

factors for the sparsity terms. The weighting factors were chosen to be  and 

. For every reconstruction, the k-space data were normalized so the same weighting 

factors could be used for different datasets. 

The coil sensitivity maps used in the compressed sensing reconstruction were calculated from the 

anatomical scout image. ESPIRiT [12] was used to generate these coil sensitivity maps using eigenvalue 

decomposition. Calculating the sparsity terms on the coil combined data rather than individual coil 

channels can improve the reconstruction since the higher SNR of the coil combined data allows the 

noise-like aliasing (due to the random undersampling) to be better resolved from the measurement noise. 

A conjugate gradient descent method was used to minimize the objective function and reconstruct the 

missing k-space data. Four iterations of the gradient descent were performed before the gradients were 

reinitialized and run again. Sufficient convergence was reached after four iterations of reinitialization.  

The compressed sensing water reference was compared to the reduced resolution water reference image. 

Each water reference was used for eddy current and phase correction of the MRSI data and their effect 

on the final metabolite maps were compared. The MRSI data was reconstructed and post processed 

following the steps described in [7] which involved spatial Hanning filter, eddy current correction, SVD 

coil combination and HLSVD water removal. No further smoothing or apodization filtering was 

performed. The reconstructed spectra were fit using LCModel [13] and a basis set of 18 metabolites 

simulated using the GAMMA library (https://scion.duhs.duke.edu/vespa/gamma).  Metabolite maps 

were extracted from the LCMODEL fit results for each dataset. 

Data Analysis  

Bland-Altman plots were generated to compare the water peak amplitude between the fully sampled 

NWS reference image and the compressed sensing accelerated one. For comparison the same plot was 

generated for the reduced resolution reference image (interpolated in the image domain to the original 

resolution). 

Furthermore, Bland-Altman plots were generated for the major metabolites that were fit with LCModel. 

The metabolite concentrations resulting from eddy current and phase correction once with the reduced 

resolution water reference and once with the highly accelerated compressed sensing water reference 

were compared. The percentage difference of the reduced resolution and the compressed sensing 

methods were calculated for the Bland-Altman plots as:  

 (2) 

Where the subscripts  and  indicate concentrations resulting from the reduced resolution 

versus the compressed sensing method, respectively. 

 

Results 

For proof of concept, a fully sampled water reference was acquired and compared to the compressed 

sensing reconstruction of the water reference (using a randomly undersampled mask with two different 

acceleration factors). Figure 2 shows the water references for the fully sampled data, the compressed 

sensing reconstruction for the two acceleration factors and the reduced resolution data from the first 

subject. The magnitude images show the concentration of the water signal for the coil-combined data 

and the phase images show the phases of the first time point for the coil-combined data. Naturally, the 

reduced resolution image looks like a smoother version of the fully sampled case and shows less 

anatomical details. The compressed sensing water image with R=28 looks similar to the reduced 

resolution in the amount of blurring resulting from the high acceleration factor. The R=14 accelerated 



image however, shows more anatomical details and appears to have a higher spatial resolution than the 

highly accelerated one.  All of the phase images are in good agreement to the fully sampled high 

resolution NWS image and are almost identical. 

To quantitatively evaluate the change in the water peak amplitude resulting from compressed-sensing 

acceleration versus reduced resolution NWS acquisition, Bland-Altman plots comparing each of these 

methods to the fully sampled high resolution NWS image are shown in Figure 3. Despite the fact that 

the compressed sensing in this case has an acceleration factor that is more than 3 times faster than the 

reduced resolution, the agreement limits of the reduced resolution (Reffective=4)  and compressed sensing 

(R=14) are similar (less than 10% for most voxels).  

Figure 4 shows the acquired reduced resolution (Reffective=4) and highly accelerated compressed sensing 

NWS reference image (R=28) for subjects 2 and 3. Once again, a comparison of the magnitude images 

between the reduced resolution and compressed sensing reconstruction is very similar despite the very 

high acceleration factor of the compressed sensing method. The phase images look almost identical. 

Each of the different water references were used for eddy current and phase correction of the MRSI data 

that was acquired for the respective volunteers. The resulting metabolite maps were then compared for 

multiple metabolites. The ratio metabolite maps (/Creatine) for three major metabolites (NAA, 

Glutamate and total Choline) are shown in Figure 5. Three lower concentrated metabolites, namely, 

GABA, Scyllo-inositol and Taurine are also shown in this figure. The metabolite maps are shown for 

two subjects using the reduced resolution water reference for eddy current and phase correction versus 

the ones using the highly accelerated compressed sensing water reference. The difference between the 

reduced resolution and compressed sensing for eddy current and phase correction is virtually 

indistinguishable in the metabolite maps. 

Analysis of the degree of agreement, between using the reduced resolution and compressed sensing 

water references for eddy current and phase correction, was performed using Bland-Altman plots. The 

Bland-Altman plots for the four major metabolites are shown in Figure 6. The concentrations of 

metabolites with CRLBs greater than 30% were discarded. The three horizontal lines show the mean 

(middle line) and the agreement limits (top and bottom lines). The agreement limits are defined as 

 from the mean. The 95% confidence intervals of the mean and the agreement limits 

are also shown. The detailed data from the Bland-Altman plots are given in Table I. Since there are 

many samples, the confidence intervals are very small. This leads to statistically significant systematic 

biases between the two datasets (the reduced resolution and compressed sensing data). The mean biases 

are 0.52% for Glutamate, -0.2% for NAA, -0.15% for Creatine and -0.45% for total Choline. The 

standard deviations of the differences are 2.05% for Glutamate, 1.24% for NAA, 1.95% for Creatine 

and 2.92% for total Choline. The plots show that for Glutamate, NAA and Creatine, 95% of the 

differences between the two water references fall within a ±2% interval. For total Choline, which can 

be more difficult to reliably quantify, 95% of the differences fall within the ±3% interval. Therefore, 

there is a small overestimate of Glutamate when using the reduced resolution for eddy current correction 

compared to compressed sensing, and there is a small underestimation of NAA, Creatine and total 

Choline. These biases are all smaller than 1% of the respective mean concentrations. 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to reliably accelerate the acquisition of the water reference that is often 

acquired for 1H MRSI studies. This water reference can be used for quantification as well as phase and 

eddy current correction. Despite what is usually done in the field (i.e. acquiring at a reduced spatial 

resolution equivalent to R=4), in this study the acquisition of the water reference was highly accelerated 

using a random and variable density undersampling scheme with effective acceleration factors of up to 

R=28. Whereas for eddy current and phase correction purposes only the phase of the water reference 

data is of use, for internal referencing and quantification purposes the magnitude of the water reference 

also needs to  be accurate and ideally of high spatial resolution. The results of this study show that 



depending on the application, by carefully choosing the acceleration factor for the compressed sensing 

method, these requirements can be met to a satisfactory extent while reducing the scan time well beyond 

what is conventionally used in the field. This reduction of overhead scan time will be of great value for 

high resolution multi-slice or whole brain coverage MRSI studies. 

For eddy current and phase correction purposes, a compressed sensing water reference acquisition even 

with a high acceleration factor of R=28 works as well as a fully sampled and high resolution water image. 

This is due to the fact that the spatial phase distributions are even sparser than the magnitude images. 

Therefore, since it is only the phase that is used for eddy current correction (and correction of the phase 

0), the compressed sensing water reference with even R=28 can be used for eddy current correction 

without any loss of accuracy. Compared to the conventional reduced resolution water reference, this 

offers 7 times shorter scan time (44 seconds compared to 5 minutes). 

Indeed, when the reduced resolution and the highly accelerated (R=28) compressed sensing water 

references are used for eddy current correction, the metabolite maps fit with LCModel (using identical 

settings for both) resulted in very similar maps. A visual inspection of metabolite maps for the four 

major metabolites shown in this paper, show that there are no perceivable differences between the 

metabolite concentration maps.  

The Bland-Altman plots of the metabolite concentrations (using the reduced resolution and highly 

accelerated compressed sensing water references for eddy current and phase correction) show that there 

are slight systematic biases between the two methods. Due to the large number of samples, the 95% 

confidence intervals of statistical significance are very narrow. However, the estimated biases are 

approximately 0.5% or less for each of the metabolites. The differences between the concentrations are 

very small. The agreement limits are also quite narrow: less than ±3% for the major metabolites. 

For quantification purposes, the magnitude of the water reference data is also of importance. Even 

though the compressed sensing accelerated water references are acquired at the same high spatial 

resolution as the original MRSI data, the apparent resolution after reconstruction is lower than the fully 

sampled case. This is a known side-effect of the compressed sensing reconstruction for very high 

acceleration factors. The total variation term in the compressed sensing reconstruction is known to result 

in some spatial smoothing. Reducing the weighting factor for this term could improve the spatial 

resolution of the reconstruction at the price of having less SNR. Increasing the weighting factor of the 

data consistency term (by decreasing the weighting factors of the two other terms) could possibly also 

improve the spatial resolution. Another method of improving the compressed sensing reconstruction is 

simply to acquire more k-space points but this, of course, increases the scan time. The results of this 

study show that for a compressed sensing acceleration of R=14, the accuracy of the water amplitudes 

are similar to that of what is usually done in the field (reduced resolution approach). However, it is 

important to note that the acquisition time of the compressed sensing water reference for this 

acceleration factor was 3.5 times shorter than the reduced resolution approach. Needless to say, a 

compressed sensing acquisition with an acceleration factor of less than R=14, will result in more 

accurate water reference images than the reduced resolution approach while still requiring less scan time.  

Previously, Birch et. al [8] also made an attempt at accelerating the acquisition of the water reference 

images.In this work, SENSE was used to accelerate the water reference acquisition for quantification 

purposes. However, the MRSI data in that study was acquired at a very low spatial resolution and 

therefore the resulting reduced resolution water reference was very inaccurate. Another difference is 

that Birch et al. [8] only achieved an acceleration factor of R=3, which is reasonable for a low resolution 

MRSI scan however, for multi-slice high resolution MRSI studies, this will not be enough. Instead of 

using parallel imaging which has a limited achievable acceleration factor in practice, in this study we 

exploited the sparsity of the water image to achieve much higher in-plane acceleration factors.  

Conclusion 



In this study the acquisition of the water reference image that is often needed for MRSI studies was 

accelerated through compressed sensing. Acceleration factors of up to R=28 were investigated and 

compared to what is commonly done in the field, i.e. a reduced resolution approach (equivalent to R=4). 

The Bland-Altman analysis results showed that for quantification and referencing purposes an 

acceleration factor of R=14 results in similar accuracy as the reduced resolution approach while reducing 

the scan time by a factor of 3.5. For eddy current and phase correction purposes however, an acceleration 

factor of R=28 using the proposed method can be reliably used without any loss in accuracy. This results 

in an acquisition time of 44 seconds for a high resolution matrix size (64x64). This can in turn greatly 

reduce the overhead scan time for multi-slice high resolution metabolite mapping.  

  





 

 

 

Figure 1- Right: Slice position (shown in yellow) and shim box (overlaid in green) of all MRSI scans 

done in this study, Left: Variable-density random k-space undersampling masks with effective 

undersampling factors of 14 and 28 used for compressed sensing acceleration. The acquired k-space 

points are shown in orange. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- Comparison of the magnitude and phase of the non-water suppressed reference images 

acquired fully sampled at high resolution (first column), reduced spatial resolution with 2x2 times lower 

spatial resolution than the original MRSI scan (second column), and accelerated through compressed 

sensing by R=14 (third column), and R=28 (fourth column).  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3- Bland-Altman plots showing the agreement between the fully sampled water reference image 

once with the reduced resolution (left) and once with the compressed sensing accelerated (right) water 

reference images. The y-axis shows the mean differences between water amplitudes resulting from the 

two methods (in percentage) and the x-axis shows the mean amplitude of water across the two methods.  

The limits of agreement are also indicated with black lines. 

 



 

Figure 4- Reproducibility of the proposed method: comparison of the magnitude and phase of the non-

water suppressed reference images acquired once at reduced spatial resolution and once with high 

acceleration through compressed sensing ( R=28) shown for two additional volunteers. 

 

 

  

Figure 5- Comparison of eddy current and phase correction using the reduced resolution (R=4) versus 

compressed sensing (R=28) water reference images for metabolite mapping: ratio metabolite maps 

(/Creatine) of seven metabolites from two different volunteers are shown.  

 



  

Figure 6- Bland-Altman plots for metabolite concentrations showing the agreement between the case 

of eddy current and phase correction using the reduced resolution (R=4) versus the compressed sensing 

(R=28) water reference image. The y-axis shows the mean differences between metabolite 

concentrations between the two cases in percentage and the x-axis shows the mean concentrations across 

the two methods. The limits of agreement are also indicated with black lines. 

 

  



 

 

Table 1- Bland-Altman plot statistics for the plot shown in Figure 6. For each metabolite the difference 

mean (d) and standard deviation (s) between the two methods are shown, along with agreement limits 

calculated as d±1.96s. 

NAA 
 

  
   

    
Confidence interval 

Parameter Unit Standard error Confidence  from to 

difference mean (d) -0.20 0.04 0.08 -0.28 -0.11 

standard deviation (s) 1.24 
    

d-1.96s -2.64 0.07 0.15 -2.78 -2.49 

d+1.96s 2.24 0.07 0.15 2.09 2.38 

Cre       

 Confidence interval 

Parameter Unit Standard error Confidence  from to 

difference mean (d) -0.15 0.07 0.13 -0.28 -0.02 

standard deviation (s) 1.95  

d-1.96s -3.98 0.12 0.23 -4.21 -3.75 

d+1.96s 3.67 0.12 0.23 3.44 3.90 

Glu       

 Confidence interval 

Parameter Unit Standard error Confidence  from to 

difference mean (d) 0.52 0.07 0.14 0.38 0.66 

standard deviation (s) 2.04  

d-1.96s -3.45 0.12 0.24 -3.73 -3.25 

d+1.96s 4.53 0.12 0.24 4.29 4.77 

tCho       

 Confidence interval 

Parameter Unit Standard error Confidence  from to 

difference mean (d) -0.45 0.10 0.19 -0.65 -0.25 

standard deviation (s) 2.92  

d-1.96s -6.17 0.17 0.34 -6.52 -5.83 

d+1.96s 5.27 0.17 0.34 4.92 5.61 





In Vivo Whole Brain Proton Spectroscopic Imaging at 9.4T: A Focus on Dynamic Slice-wise B0 

Shimming 

Abstract 

Purpose:  To compare different B0 shimming approaches at 9.4T and to evaluate their performance in 

the context of high resolution multi-slice metabolite mapping of the human brain with whole brain 

coverage. 

Methods: Two different B0 shimming approaches, namely, a very high degree spherical harmonic insert 

shim and a multi-coil system were used to perform B0 shimming on the human brain at 9.4T. High-

degree static shimming was compared to both low- and high-degree dynamic slice-wise shimming. 

Dynamic shimming using spherical harmonics was also compared to multi-coil slice-wise shimming. 

Based on the results, the optimal B0 shim solution was used to perform whole brain metabolite mapping 

at 9.4T for the first time. 

Results: Better B0 homogeneity achieved through dynamic shimming using either of the shim systems 

resulted in a more accurate quantification of spectra. The dynamic shim quality obtained using 4th degree 

spherical harmonics was comparable to the 16-channel multi-coil setup. The multi-coil setup was chosen 

for whole brain metabolite mapping study due to its more practical hardware setup, and high resolution 

metabolite maps acquired at 9.4T with whole brain coverage were presented. 

Conclusion: Metabolite mapping at 9.4T benefits greatly from advanced B0 shimming approaches. 

Dynamic shimming performed using a 4th degree spherical harmonic shim system resulted in a similar 

quality as a 16-channel multi-coil system combined with 2nd degree spherical harmonic shims. High 

resolution metabolite maps with whole brain coverage using the multi-coil approach show promise for 

the advance of MRSI at ultra-high fields. 

 

Introduction 

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (1H MRSI) has a lot of potential for clinical 

applications and neuroscientific exploits. It offers a method to identify the neurochemical profile of the 

brain in a non-invasive manner. Spatial distributions of metabolites and amino acids, such as Glutamate 

and N-Acetylaspartic acid (NAA), that are involved in neurotransmission processes can be mapped 

using 1H MRSI. Mapping metabolites in the human brain can further illuminate our understanding of 

how the human brain functions. 

There are methods available for whole brain metabolite mapping at 3T, namely, echo-planar 

spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) [1] and Hadamard-encoded spectroscopic imaging [2]. While this has 

[3] and traumatic brain injury [4], the 

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) results in poor spatial resolution and spectral specificity. Furthermore, 

while EPSI can be used for group studies, the low SNR means that metabolic information is often not 

reliable enough for single subject analysis. 

In light of this, efforts have been made to perform MRSI at ultra-high field strengths, which offer super-

linear increase in SNR with respect to the field strength. Single slice metabolite maps have been acquired 

using free induction decay (FID) MRSI at 7T [5, 6] and 9.4T [7], which showed improved metabolite 

maps at higher spatial resolutions. 

However, despite the higher SNR and advances in ultra-high field (UHF) MRI, there are still many 

technical challenges that make whole brain metabolic mapping difficult. Without a spatially 

homogenous magnetic field, the many advantages of ultra-high field strengths cannot be fully exploited 

[8]. 1H MRSI is, in general, very susceptible to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field and can suffer 

from insufficient water suppression performance [9, 10, 11], or poor quality spectra with broadened 



linewidths and low signal to noise ratio (SNR) if insufficient B0 shimming is performed. The poor quality 

of the spectra then directly affects the reliability of the fits for metabolite quantification and result in 

metabolite maps that do not fully reflect the underlying anatomy. Furthermore, B0 inhomogeneities can 

affect the water suppression pulses and result in metabolites being suppressed rather than the water peak. 

In general, any spectrally selective pulses will be effected by B0 inhomogeneities. Therefore, to acquire 

reliable metabolite maps, we need to first address the issue of B0 inhomogeneity. 

Koch et al. [11] and Boer et al. [9] addressed the issue of B0 field inhomogeneity using dynamic B0 

slice-wise updating with a second- and third-degree spherical harmonic (SH) shim system, respectively. 

They showed improved spectra for multi-slice 1H MRSI but did not show any metabolic maps. Pan et 

al. [12] used very high degree SH shim coils (up to full 4th degree and partial 5th and 6th degree) to 

improve the B0 homogeneity using a static global shim for MRSI at 7T. Again, no metabolite maps were 

shown. 

In recent years, the B0 shimming community has moved towards arrays of localized shim coils rather 

than using high degree spherical harmonic shim coils [13, 14]. The array of localized shim coils (or 

multi-coil system) can also be used to dynamically update the slice-wise B0 shims of multi-slice 

sequences, which has been shown to be advantageous for B0 shimming [14, 15]. While higher degree 

spherical harmonic shimming generally increases the homogeneity of the magnetic field over all, the 

multi coil setup can, depending on the design, produce local field patterns that more closely match the 

local inhomogeneities caused by the tissue susceptibility differences (e.g. close to the sinus air cavities) 

[14]. In other words, using higher degree spherical harmonics B0 shimming systems likely provides 

more degrees of freedom for producing global field patterns that result in a more homogenous field 

distribution overall, whereas the multi-coil approach is more suited to producing locally complicated 

patterns. 

The question of which B0 shimming setup is optimal when imaging different regions of the brain is still 

a point of discussion in the field and a thorough comparison of the two methods for shimming different 

regions of interest is missing. Given the differences between the two shim approaches, for each MRI 

imaging application (depending on the focus being on a small region of the brain versus on multiple 

slices), a certain B0 shim setup might be more beneficial over the other approach. Additionally, each of 

these shimming methods can be applied in a static or dynamic manner. While it is known that performing 

dynamic shim updates improves the quality of the images compared to static shimming, for some 

imaging applications such as 3D sequences, dynamic shim updating is not possible. Then the question 

is whether or not using more shim coils for static shimming can ever come close to the same shim quality 

as dynamic shimming (with fewer coils). 

To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has directly compared the use of higher degree spherical 

harmonic B0 shimming to the multi-coil approach for in-vivo human brain metabolite mapping at ultra-

high fields using dynamic slice-wise B0 shim updating. 

In this work, we systemically compare the B0 shimming quality using a very high degree SH shim system 

and the multi-coil approach. The two different shimming approaches were then used to acquire multi-

slice MRSI data for comparison. Finally, using the optimal and most feasible B0 shimming method, 

multi-slice MRSI data with whole cerebrum coverage were acquired from the human brain at 9.4T. For 

the first time, we present high resolution in vivo metabolite maps covering the whole cerebrum at ultra-

high field. 

Methods 

Equipment 

All measurements were performed on a Siemens Magnetom 9.4T whole-body human scanner (Erlangen, 

Germany). For all experiments, an in-house developed 18Tx/32Rx transceiver head RF coil [16] was 

used.  



A multi-coil shim array with 16 identical circular shim coils arranged in two rows, as shown in Figure 

1a, was used for the localized multi-coil (MC) B0 shimming. The local shim coils were 100 mm in 

diameter and had 25 turns [17]. The multi-coil shim array was used in combination with the 1st and 2nd 

degree spherical harmonic shim coils from the vendor. Therefore, the system consisted of 2nd degree SH 

coils + 16 localized shim coils. Unless otherwise stated, any further mention of the MC shim system 

will refer to the 2nd degree SH coils + 16 MC coils. 

An insert shim from Resonance Research Inc. (Billerica, MA) with complete 4th-degree SH shim coils 

and partial 5th- and 6th-degree shim coils was used for the very high-degree B0 shimming. This insert 

shim system will be referred to as the very high order/degree shim (VHOS) system and is shown in 

Figure 1b. For a fair comparison with the MC system, only the 3rd- and 4th-degree shim coils of the insert 

shim were used, since this also amounts to 2nd degree SH coils + 16 VHOS SH coils. This system shall, 

henceforth, be denoted as the SH4 shim system. SH terms up to 2nd degree terms shall be denoted as 

SH2. 

In this study, we investigated B0 shimming in the human brain in vivo using two different approaches: 

very high-degree SH (up to 4th degree) shim coils and a 16 channel MC shim array. Therefore, both 

hardware setups used up to 2nd degree shim coils and 16 additional shim coils. 

Reference Field Measurements 

The reference B0 maps produced by each of the 16 local shim coils is shown in Figure 2 [17]. These 

reference maps were acquired on an oil phantom and interpolated to a 1 mm isotropic resolution. 

Reference field maps were also acquired for the VHOS system on a silicon oil spherical phantom. Each 

coil channel was driven with 0.5 A and the shim fields were measured using a 2D dual echo GRE with 

the following parameters:  in-plane resolution = 1.56 x 1.56 mm2; number of slices = 50; slice thickness 

= 4 mm (0% distance factor); FOV = 200 x 200 mm2; TE = 4.00/4.76 ms; TR = 1200 ms; read-out 

bandwidth = 1500 Hz/Px. The reference shim fields were then modelled using spherical harmonic 

decomposition based on the Legendre functions as described in [18]. The SH shim fields for the 3rd and 

4th degree terms are shown in Figure 2 (on a unit sphere in arbitrary units for illustrative purposes). 

Actual measured shim fields can be found in [18]. 

In vivo B0 Shimming Comparison 

To compare the quality of each of the B0 shim setups in vivo, 3 healthy volunteers were scanned at 9.4T. 

All volunteers gave their written consent prior to the scan according to the regulations of the local ethics 

committee. On each volunteer B0 field reference maps were acquired using a 2D GRE sequence with 

the same parameters as mentioned in the previous subsection from a 50 mm volume: 25 slices with 2 

mm slice thickness (0% distance factor). The middle slice was placed above the corpus callosum with a 

transversal orientation. The two different B0 shimming approaches (i.e. SH shimming and MC) were 

implemented on the volunteers as described below. Thereafter, for each shim setting, three MRSI slices 

were acquired: a top slice, center slice and bottom slice. Each MRSI slice had a thickness of 10 mm. 

Thus, each MRSI slice used 5 slices of the B0 field reference map for shimming. The slices of the B0 

field maps and the MRSI slices are illustrated in Figure 3. 

For SH B0 shimming, we compared dynamic slice-wise B0 shimming of both SH2 and SH4 systems on 

the three volunteers. -

interchangeably in the remainder of this paper. In order to allow for the eddy currents to settle, a 5 

second delay after each shim update was implemented in the sequence for all dynamically shimmed 

acquisitions in this study. Considering that even with the fastest sequence, the acquisition time for a high 

resolution MRSI slice is on the order of a few minutes, the effect of this delay on the total scan time was 

negligible. In addition, a static global SH4 B0 shim was performed over the entire 200x200x50 mm 

volume for comparison as illustrated in Figure 3. 



Spectroscopic imaging data were acquired for each slice and each of the shim configurations. An FID 

MRSI sequence without lipid or outer-volume suppression was used with the following parameters [7]: 

FOV = 200x200 mm2; slice thickness = 10 mm; acquisition delay = 1.56 ms; nominal flip angle = 28°; 

repetition time (TR) = 300 ms; bandwidth = 4000 Hz; k-space matrix = 64x64. The flip angles and 

gradients of the water suppression were optimized for a range of B1
+ values (between 50% and 150%), 

which was important due to the large B1
+ inhomogeneity at 9.4T (especially at lower slices in the brain) 

[18]. The sequence was accelerated using elliptical shuttering and undersampling of k-space by a factor 

of R = 2x2 (in each phase encoding direction) except for the center 8x8 k-space points which were fully 

sampled. The reconstruction was performed using GRAPPA. A highly accelerated water reference 

spectroscopic image was also acquired for eddy current and phase correction. Further details of the 

processing and fitting of the spectral data and acquisition of the water reference spectra are described in 

the next section. 

Additionally, an anatomical reference was acquired for each slice using a T2-weighted 2D FLASH scout 

image (TR = 312 ms, TE = 9 ms, flip angle 25°) with the same slice position and properties as the MRSI 

sequence. 

Therefore, the scanning procedure consisted of the following protocols: 

1. Anatomical scout reference; 

2. B0 field reference maps; 

3. FID MRSI on the top, middle and bottom slices with SH2 shim (slice-wise); 

4. B0 field maps of the top, middle and bottom slices with SH2 shim (slice-wise);  

5. FID MRSI on the top, middle and bottom slices with SH4 shim (slice-wise); 

6. B0 field maps of the top, middle and bottom slices with SH4 shim (slice-wise); 

7. FID MRSI on the top, middle and bottom slices with SH4 shim (global); 

8. B0 field maps of the top, middle and bottom slices with SH4 shim (global). 

For MC B0 shimming, we compared slice-wise dynamic B0 shimming of SH2 to MC on the same 3 

volunteers in another session. Therefore, the scanning procedure consisted of the same protocols as 

listed above except for steps 4 and 5 where an MC slice-wise was used and steps 7 and 8 were excluded. 

Due to long scan times and different hardware setup requirements, the SH and MC measurements were 

conducted in different sessions. Therefore, the dynamic SH2 shims were used as references for the 

comparisons. The standard deviations of the B0 field maps of each of the slices were used to evaluate 

the quality of the shims. 

To evaluate the quality of the MRSI data acquired with different B0 shim settings, the Cramer-Rao lower 

bound (CRLB) of the spectral fits as reported by LCMODEL, as well as the SNR values (calculated as 

the absolute peak of NAA over the root mean square of the noise) were compared. 

Whole Brain Metabolite Mapping 

To show the advantages of advanced B0 shimming methods on ultra-high fields for in vivo metabolite 

mapping, the most optimal and feasible shimming method (as indicated by the results of the previous 

section) was used to acquire high resolution metabolite maps of the human brain with whole brain 

coverage at 9.4T. Three healthy volunteers were scanned for this purpose using1H MRSI.  

As mentioned previously, a slice-selective ultra-short TE proton FID MRSI sequence was used to 

acquire the spectroscopic imaging data. For coverage over the whole cerebrum, the same sequence 

parameters were used as described in the previous section, except for the following changes: slice 

thickness = 8 mm; number of slices = 10; undersampling factor of R = 7. Therefore, the total coverage 

was an FOV of 200x200x80 mm in approximately 25 minutes. 

Water reference MRSI spectra were acquired using a highly undersampled acceleration scheme for eddy 

current correction. An acceleration factor of R = 28 was achieved by randomly undersampling k-space 



and reconstructing the data using compressed sensing as described in [19]. The scan duration for the 

water reference scan amounted to approximately 8 minutes. 

The whole-brain data were acquired with slice-wise B0 shimming using the MC setup. Again, a B0 field 

reference map, from which the shim currents could be calculated, was first acquired. For practical 

reasons, a static global SH2 was first performed on the whole FOV, then the shim currents of the MC 

(only the 16 localized shim coils) were updated during the scan for each slice. The MRSI sequence was 

modified to enable communication with the MC shim coils using a standard user datagram protocol 

(UDP) [17]. The shim values were sent to the MC shim amplifiers before the beginning of each MRSI 

slice acquisition. 

The MRSI data were then processed as previously described in [7]. LCModel [20] was used to fit the 

spectra and generate the metabolite maps. Again, the CRLBs and SNRs were used to evaluate the MRSI 

data quality. 

An MP2RAGE sequence accelerated using CAIPIRINHA was used to acquire 600 um isotropic 

anatomical images in ~12 mins [21]. B1
+ correction was performed on the anatomical maps using a B1

+ 

map acquired using an AFI sequence [22] as described in [23]. 

Results 

In vivo B0 Shimming Comparison 

For the first comparison, we looked at the VHOS system and compared high degree static (SH4) to both 

low (SH2) and high (SH4) degree dynamic B0 shimming. The three slices with 10 mm slice thickness 

were evaluated. The comparison between static global shimming, dynamic slice-wise SH2 (D2) and 

dynamic slice-wise SH4 (D4) shimming are shown for a representative volunteer in Figure 4 (left). 

Clearly, the B0 maps resulting from dynamic SH4 are much more homogeneous than dynamic SH2 for 

all slices with a 2 Hz improvement on the top slice and a 10 Hz improvement on both the center and 

bottom slices. The static global SH4 (S4) also shows some improvement over dynamic SH2, however 

the improvement is very small on the top slice. The figure also shows the histograms of the B0 field 

distributions between -100 and 100 Hz. The histograms give a rough indication of the linewidth of the 

spectra acquired from the whole slice for each position and shim setting. Compared to dynamic SH2, 

the static SH4 and dynamic SH4 histograms have taller and thinner distributions. 

In the next comparison, we looked at the difference between using a dynamic SH2 B0 (D2) shimming 

and the dynamic MC (DMC) B0 shimming for each of the slices. The results of this study are also shown 

for a representative volunteer in Figure 4 (right). As expected, the dynamic MC proves to be superior to 

dynamic SH2 on all slices. The dynamic SH2 results for this volunteer are similar to the volunteer shown 

for the VHOS system on the left of the same figure. However, the improvement over dynamic SH2 for 

the bottom slice was slightly more for dynamic SH4 than the dynamic MC (10 Hz compared to 7 Hz). 

The histograms, once again, show narrower linewidths for dynamic MC than dynamic SH2. 

Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the frequency shifts in the shimmed B0 maps 

averaged over all volunteers for each shim setting. The improvement from dynamic SH2 to dynamic 

SH4 is comparable to the improvement seen from dynamic SH2 to dynamic MC (approximately 3-4 Hz, 

7-8 Hz and 8-9 Hz for the top, middle and bottom slices, respectively). This is similar to what was shown 

in Figure 4. The averaged standard deviations of dynamic SH2 vary slightly between the two 

comparisons due to different positioning of the heads mandated by the different hardware setups. 

Improvements can be seen on all slices for both dynamic SH4 and dynamic MC methods compared to 

dynamic SH2. However, the improvement is always less for the top slices compared to the center and 

bottom slices. 

Comparison of static and dynamic shimming shows that, on average, static SH4 shimming outperforms 

dynamic SH2 shimming for the center and bottom slices. However, the improvement is traded-off for 

the homogeneity of the top slice, since the top slice of dynamic SH2 is better than the top slice of static 



SH4. Furthermore, the improvement of static SH4 for the center and bottom slices is only about 4 or 5 

Hz compared to the potential 8 to 9 Hz that could be achieved with dynamic SH4. 

The resulting metabolite maps along with their respective Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) maps for 

the VHOS comparisons are shown in Figure 5. The metabolite maps are shown for NAA, Glutamate 

and total Choline relative to the Creatine concentrations. The metabolite maps acquired from dynamic 

SH2 shimming are different to the maps acquired from dynamic SH4 shimming. For NAA on the bottom 

slice the signal dropout due to the residual B0 inhomogenity from the nasal cavity is smaller when using 

dynamic SH4 than when using dynamic SH2. Also, in the CRLBs of NAA, more voxels could be reliably 

fit for the center and bottom slices when dynamic SH4 shimming was used. The effect of good shimming 

is more obvious for the Glutamate and total Choline metabolite maps. The Glutamate maps resemble 

the underlying anatomical structure much more closely for dynamic SH4 than SH2. This is evident in 

all the slices and is also reflected in the CRLB maps which have more voxels being reliably fit for the 

dynamic SH4 case. A similar effect can be seen for total Choline. CRLB values averaged across all 

volunteers are given in Table 1. 

The resulting metabolite and CRLB maps for the same volunteer are shown for the MC comparisons in 

Figure 6. Compared to the VHOS metabolite maps, the slice position was slightly higher due to different 

hardware setups and the effect of the nasal cavity is less observed. Since the position was slightly higher, 

the metabolite maps from dynamic SH2 were already quite good for the center slice. However, we still 

see very good improvement of the dynamic MC over dynamic SH2 (particularly for the bottom slice). 

Again, the metabolite maps resemble the underlying anatomical structure better for the dynamic MC 

shimming, especially for Glutamate in the top and bottom slices, and for total Choline in all slices. The 

grey and white matter contrast is clearer in the total Choline maps for dynamic MC. Furthermore, the 

improved fitting is also clearly reflected in the CRLB maps for the bottom slice and the total Choline in 

the top slice. CRLB values averaged across all volunteers are given in Table 1. 

The average (and standard deviation) CRLBs of Creatine and NAA, and the average (and standard 

deviation) SNR of the NAA averaged across the slice for all volunteers are summarized in Table 1 

for each B0 shim setting. 

Overall, it is evident that better B0 homogeneity not only improves the reliability of the quantification 

process (i.e. more voxels can be reliably fit due to higher SNR and better spectral lineshapes) but also 

with better B0 shimming, the metabolite concentration maps are more reflective of the underlying 

anatomical structure. 

Whole Brain Metabolite Mapping 

The standard deviations of the shimmed B0 field maps for each of the volunteers are shown for each 

slice in Table 2. These results were obtained using a global static SH2 B0 shim in addition to slice-wise 

MC B0 shim updates. It can be seen that with this shim setup, that the shim quality improves as we move 

away from the bottom slices (which are affected by the nasal air cavity), only to get worse as they 

approach the very top slices affected by the subcutaneous lipid layer.  

The metabolite maps (over Creatine) for each of the slices are shown for a representative volunteer in 

Figure 7. The bottom- and top-most slices were omitted due to poor data quality. The metabolite maps 

show good gray/white matter contrast for metabolites such as Glutamate and total Choline. In Figure 8, 

sagittal and coronal cross sections of the metabolite maps can be seen to be in agreement with the 

underlying anatomical structures. 

The same evaluation metrics as in the previous section were used to evaluate the quality of the MRSI 

data across each slice and the results are shown for all volunteers in Table 2. The SNR appears to be 

highest on the middle slices (where the shimming performance is the best). Overall, the SNR is sufficient 

for a reliable quantification of the metabolites with an average CRLB of 6.9% (±1.1%) for NAA and 

9.8% (±1.1%) for Creatine across all datasets. The only exception is the two outer-most slices where the 



B0 shim quality achieved through this setup (static SH2 + dynamic MC) is still not sufficient for reliable 

quantification of the spectroscopy data. 

Discussion 

In vivo B0 Shimming Comparison 

The goal of this work was to provide further insight into the benefits of two different B0 shimming 

concepts, namely very high degree SH and MC shimming setups, for performing B0 shimming in the 

human brain at 9.4T. 

The two B0 shim setups were compared in vivo for dynamic slice-wise shimming by evaluating the B0 

field maps and spectroscopic imaging data. In addition, performing global shimming over the whole 

imaging volume (static SH4 shimming) was compared to performing dynamic slice-wise shim updating. 

In all cases dynamic slice-wise shim updating using SH2 shims was taken as a benchmark. The results 

showed that including more degrees of spherical harmonic (SH4) while performing static shimming 

improves the quality of the shim overall. The results showed that when it is not possible to perform 

dynamic slice-wise B0 shimming (due to lack of driving hardware/software or due to acquisition 

sequence limitations), one can still achieve reasonable shim quality by including higher degree SH and 

performing global static shimming. 

Alternatively, the shim quality can be further improved by performing dynamic shim updates using 

either the SH4 or MC systems. Unsurprisingly, this proves to always be consistently advantageous over 

dynamic SH2 shimming. The amount of improvement gained from going to higher degree SH versus 

including a MC design was comparable to each other for similar slice positions. The highest 

improvement was seen on inferior slice positions, where due to the susceptibility difference between the 

air in the nasal cavities and the brain tissue, severe B0 inhomogeneities are present. This has also been 

confirmed before for the case of dynamic SH shimming by Koch et al. [11], Boer et al [9], and Pan et al 

[12]. 

It is well known that the quality of B0 shimming directly affects the quality of the acquired spectra in 

MRSI applications [11, 12]. This can be due to the fact that as a result of lower local B0 inhomogeneity, 

the spectral lines are sharper and the SNR is higher, which means that quantification is much more 

accurate. Additionally, the quality of water suppression is affected by B0 inhomogeneity. In regions with 

high residual B0 distortion, the water suppression will fail, leaving a strong residual water peak that will 

distort the quantification of the metabolites of interest. High resolution metabolite maps acquired with 

the two improved B0 shim setups of this study further highlight the advantages of these advanced shim 

setups compared to dynamic slice-wise SH2 shimming. Qualitatively speaking, the maps acquired with 

dynamic SH4 shimming and dynamic MC shimming are similar. In all cases however, the maps look 

much more accurate than only performing dynamic SH2 shimming as they reflect the underlying 

anatomy much better. The white/gray matter contrasts are much clearer and the confidence in fits are 

higher as a result of improved B0 shimming. The positioning of the slices between the datasets shown 

in Figure 5 and 6 are somewhat different, since the experiment was conducted in two different session 

with two different hardware setups and positioning limitations. The slice positions shown in Figure 5 

are lower than in Figure 6, this could explain the less reliable fits (higher CRLBs) and noisier metabolite 

maps for the dynamic SH4 shimming than for the dynamic MC shimming results. 

Additionally, the physical weight of the VHOS system when inserted into the bore, adversely affected 

the quality of the acquired MRSI data by shifting the frequency of the gradient modulation sidebands 

closer to the spectral range of interest. These modulation sidebands appear as spurious peaks in the 

acquired spectra as a result of the acoustic resonation of the gradient system. It was observed that by 

additional weight of the VHOS system to the exam table (~100 Kg), the sidebands were shifted to a 

lower frequency which resulted in the spurious peaks to overlap with the NAA peak. Since the NAA 

peak is often used as the reference for the fitting algorithm, the quality of the fits and the resulting maps 

were affected by the confound effect of this overlap. Given that the multi-coil setup is much lighter in 



weight, such effect was not observed when using the MC shim system.  This could further explain the 

less reliable fits for the dynamic SH4 shimming than for the dynamic MC shimming results.   

It should further be noted that, even though the results of this study show that for multi-slice imaging in 

the brain at 9.4T, both the multi-coil plus 2nd degree spherical harmonics setup and the 4th degree 

spherical harmonics setup perform comparably well, the manufacturing of the local shim coils are in 

practice much easier than the higher degree SH. The requirements on manufacturing shim coils to 

generate spherical harmonic functions over a large spatial region are much more demanding than 

building local shim coils. Furthermore, SH shim coils are more prone to eddy currents due to their large 

inductance [18], while the local shim coils are smaller and have much less eddy currents that may be 

induced due to switching gradient or shim currents [24]. Using SH shim coils for dynamic B0 shim 

updating often requires pre-emphasis and calibration of the system [9, 14, 25, 26] while the MC does 

not.  

As a result of the limitations described above, for the whole-brain MRSI study of this work, we chose 

the more practical MC B0 shimming setup. 

Whole Brain Metabolite Mapping 

Due to the practical hardware limitations of the system, the B0 shimming for the whole brain study was 

performed using a static global SH2 shim along with the MC system which was used for dynamic shim 

updates. In comparison, the previous section where the SH2 shim coils were also dynamically slice-wise 

updated would result in slightly better B0 homogeneity. Nevertheless, good metabolite maps could be 

acquired for major metabolites at high resolution with a coverage over the whole cerebrum. This is the 

first time that metabolite maps with such coverage have been shown at 9.4T. 

The spectra from the very low or very high slices of the brain could not be reliably fit due to poor B1 

coverage and insufficient B0 homogeneity. The hot spots in the low slices near the anterior of the brain 

result from signal dropout due to poor B0 homogeneity. This is a common problem for B0 shimming 

since this is close to the nasal cavity [15, 17, 27]. Therefore, for better brain coverage for whole brain 

metabolite mapping, we firstly need high SNR and transmit coverage from the RF coil which needs to 

be available for inferior positions in the brain, and secondly, we need B0 shimming that can adequately 

compensate for the B0 inhomogeneity caused by the nasal cavity. B0 shimming can be improved for the 

multi-coil array by optimizing the positions of the coil loops [28] and shapes of the coils [29]. In general, 

there is still a need for better B0 shimming techniques for UHF MRI [8]. 

Conclusion 

In this study, we compared the performance of a very high degree spherical harmonic B0 shim system 

to a 16-channel multi-coil setup for B0 shimming of the human brain at 9.4T. The two different B0 

shimming approaches were compared in vivo for a slice-wise dynamically shimmed multi-slice MRSI 

application. High resolution metabolite maps were acquired from three slices across the human brain 

using each of the B0 shimming methods. Both methods showed substantial advantages over low degree 

(up to 2nd) spherical harmonic dynamic shimming. The results emphasize the importance of slice-wise 

B0 shimming for metabolite mapping at ultra-high fields and suggest that either of the two B0 shimming 

approaches can be used to achieve similar results.  However, given the practical limitations associated 

with the manufacturing of the VHOS system, the multi-coil system was chosen to perform whole-brain 

metabolite mapping of the human brain. For the first time, high resolution metabolite maps with high 

coverage of the human brain acquired at 9.4T are presented. 

 







  



 

Fig. 1 (a) Localized multi-coil array and (b) the very high degree spherical harmonic insert shim array. 

 

 

Fig. 2 (Left) Magnetic fields generated by each coil element of the MC shim array and (right) magnetic 

fields generated by the 3rd and 4th degree SH (on a unit sphere for illustrative purposes). 

 



 

Fig. 3 Illustration of the slice placement for the top, middle and bottom slices of the MRSI data and the 

corresponding slices of the B0 reference maps. The FOV used for global shimming is also shown. 

  



 

Fig. 4 B0 fields and histograms after shimming with the global SH (S4) and dynamic SH (D4) with 

dynamic 2nd degree shimming as a reference (D2). Also, B0 fields and histograms after dynamic slice-

wise shimming with the MC shim array (DMC) with the dynamic 2nd degree shimming as a reference 

(D2). 



 

Fig. 5 Metabolite maps for NAA, Glutamate and total Choline (over Creatine) using SH shimming. 

CRLB maps are also shown (note: this are not shown over Creatine and are only shown for the 

corresponding metabolites: NAA, Glutamate and Choline). Dynamic slice-wise shimming using up to 

2nd degree SH shim terms and also using up to 4th degree SH shim terms are shown for comparison. 

 

  



 

Fig. 6 Metabolite maps for NAA, Glutamate and total Choline (over Creatine). CRLB maps are also 

shown (note: this are not shown over Creatine and are only shown for the corresponding metabolites: 

NAA, Glutamate and Choline). Dynamic slice-wise shimming using up to 2nd degree SH shim terms are 

shown as a reference and compared to using dynamic slice-wise MC shimming. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Whole brain metabolite maps for NAA, Glutamate and total Choline (over Creatine). Slice 1 

and 10 omitted due to poor data quality. 

  



 

 

Fig. 8 Whole brain metabolite maps for NAA, Glutamate and total Choline (over Creatine) shown in 

the coronal, sagittal and transverse orientations. 

  



Table 1 Comparison of the standard deviation of the B0 maps, CRLBs of Creatine and NAA, and SNR 

of NAA for MC shimming and SH shimming averaged across three volunteers. 

 SH MC 

0 (Hz) D2 S4 D4 D2 DMC 

Top 12.7 ± 2.1 13.6 ± 1.6 10.6 ± 2.4 18.1 ± 1.4 14.2 ± 3.8 

Centre 22.3 ± 3.5 18.7 ± 2.6 14.5 ± 2.2 19.4 ± 1.4 12.7 ± 2.1 

Bottom 29.6 ± 4.4 25.4 ± 4.0 20.5 ± 3.3 27.0 ± 1.8 19.4 ± 3.0 

CRLB (Cre)      

Top 10.3 ± 1.5 - 9.4 ± 1.3 8.5 ± 1.7 7.7 ± 1.0 

Centre 8.6 ± 1.4 - 8.2 ± 1.2 8.3 ± 1.2 7.0 ± 0.7 

Bottom 9.1 ± 1.7 - 8.1 ± 1.5 9.2 ± 1.9 8.2 ± 1.5 

CRLB (NAA)      

Top 7.0 ± 1.6 - 6.8 ± 1.5 6.2 ± 1.9 5.8 ± 1.4 

Centre 6.0 ± 1.7 - 5.7 ±1.4 5.0 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 0.8 

Bottom 7.0 ± 1.9 - 6.5 ± 1.6 5.8 ± 2.2 5.3 ± 2.0 

SNR      

Top 34 ± 9 - 39 ± 11 41 ± 10 43 ± 10 

Centre 42 ± 10 - 49 ± 12 51 ± 15 60 ± 16 

Bottom 27 ± 11 - 34 ± 10 36 ± 14 40 ± 13 

 

Table 2 Comparison of the standard deviation of the B0 maps, CRLBs of Creatine and NAA, and SNR 

of NAA for whole brain MRSI using global 2nd degree shimming + dynamic slice-wise MC shimming 

for three volunteers. 

 Slice # 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 (Hz) 

Subject 1 60.98 44.60 23.98 11.86 10.99 13.43 11.05 9.10 13.34 19.00 

Subject 2 66.67 46.70 25.50 14.20 9.33 8.60 13.84 11.19 14.95 21.38 

Subject 3 60.47 56.23 36.28 23.96 15.43 12.66 8.84 9.79 12.70 28.00 

CRLB (Cre) 

Subject 1 - 12.0±2.2 11.5±1.9 11.3±1.8 9.6±1.8 9.2±1.6 9.4±1.5 10.1±1.4 9.9±1.8 - 

Subject 2 - 11.8±2.4 11.1±2.0 10.4±1.9 9.7±1.7 8.7±1.3 8.7±1.1 9.2±1.2 9.3±1.3 - 

Subject 3 - 11.0±1.9 10.5±2.1 10.6±2.0 8.7±1.8 8.3±1.4 8.3±1.1 8.0±1.0 10.2±1.8 - 

CRLB (NAA) 

Subject 1 - 8.7±2.2 7.7±2.4 7.1±1.8 7.0±1.4 6.4±1.3 6.7±1.1 7.0±1.3 8.6±2.3 - 

Subject 2 - 9.1±2.6 7.9±2.4 7.1±1.9 6.4±1.4 5.9±1.0 5.8±1.1 6.4±1.3 7.2±1.8 - 

Subject 3 - 7.7±2.8 6.9±2.6 7.6±2.0 6.0±1.0 5.2±0.9 5.1±1.1 5.3±0.8 7.9±2.0 - 

SNR 

Subject 1 - 15.4±3.6 25.3±5.2 31.3±5.3 37.0±4.8 39.6±3.5 35.2±3.5 27.2±2.2 27.0±5.2 - 

Subject 2 - 14.1±2.9 21.2±5.1 27.7±4.9 32.17±4.4 41.2±5.3 37.7±4.3 31.0±2.5 30.5±4.8 - 

Subject 3 - 19.0±3.0 24.2±4.8 33.3±5.8 33.8±5.1 45.3±4.4 39.1±3.6 34.3±3.7 32.2±4.7 - 

 


